msg.PM
proven & future-oriented

Reasons for using msg.PM:
There are many challenges for companies of
the insurance industry: As part of digital and
mobile trends client needs as well as the affected product portfolio are changing fast.
More than ever this requires the use of suitable product development tools to keep step
with the speed of change.
With msg.PM you can create, test, launch and
maintain flexible products that meet the demands within short time. It ensures that the
product knowledge as core competence of the
insurance company is stored centrally and can
be used, administrated and deployed by all
systems in a structured and efficient way.
All this is enabled by the utilization of a proven and innovative high-performance development tool for product logic.

msg.PM supports the administration of more than
100 million insurance contracts worldwide!

Advantages of a product management system:

Features of msg.PM:
As technically high-performing and scalable solution msg.PM allows a professional focus, a
lean development and a high-efficient management of insurance- and finance-products.
Associated rules and algorithms are centrally defined for all product-lines and lines of
business. This knowledge is available on all platforms and systems which need it.

Standard software
Our release-ready and upgrade compatible
standard software offers the maximum degree
of investment and future security. All users are
profiting reasonably from regularly release-updates through central development and the
opportunity to participate by visiting user forums on a yearly basis.

Efficient development environment
Harmonized tools, the connection of commonly
used versioning systems and a graphic IDE enable a fast, flexible handling and distribution of
product knowledge, including import- and export functions. Additionally msg.PM Product
Suite offers a range of special tools like an integrated testing environment for manual and automated tests, furthermore a profiler for optimizing the performance and much more.

Platform-independence and standardized interfaces
msg.PM is easy to integrate in existing applications and on every platform. A quick productive
roll-out is guaranteed through flexibility during
system integration and pre-defined standard
interfaces.

LIMA:
release ready standard content
LIMA is a model solution for content and services. It serves as reference content and completes msg.PM from a business perspective. It
contains the essence of 20 years project experience and branch knowledge with a raft of customers worldwide. The pre-definitions and
business editors of LIMA accelerate the development process and keep the focus on the
„business value“, while working on the product.

msg.PM is an integral component of msg Insurance Suite and official part of SAP S/4HANAlandscape. Therefore, this product management system is future-proof and platform independent.
msg.PM is used by more than 40 customers in all insurance lines of business: life, motor,
p & c, health and re-insurances.
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The company behind msg.PM:
msg nexinsure ag is a specialized consulting
and IT-house for the insurance industry mainly
within the german-speaking area. It is headquartered in Ismaning / Germany. Our company offers standard software as well as business and technical consulting and services for
the whole insurance market from one single
source. msg nexinsure ag focusses on proven
and innovative captive solutions for all relevant systems (claims, policy administration,
quotation, insurance commission, product
management).

Thereby we rely on almost 40 years of international branch experience and know-how within
the msg group. We create complete administrative systems in the market of health- and
universal insurance – tailor-made, with a high
level of expertise, standardization and automation. From consulting, introduction, integration, migration to release-ready maintenance
and operation we offer everything for a complete „end-to-end“-solution, holistically.

www.nexinsure.com

